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[Scratched]
We got it
Turn the bass up

Take a look around
Take a look around
Feeling like I'm safe and sound
Nobody can say
Nobody can say
Oh you gotta leave these grounds
DJ bring the noise
DJ, DJ bring the noise
Stacking up the girls and boys
DJ play the song that gets me on and on
Till I don't wanna do it no more

Hey, oh
We gonna bring the 808 to rock the show
Hey, oh
We gonna bring turn up the bass up if you want some
more

DJ turn it up
DJ turn it up
Infecting all the sound waves
You got all us movin'
You got all us groovin'
Feeling like there's no other way
I don't wanna stop
I, I don't wanna stop
I'm feeling like I have no cares
All my thoughts have gone away
My mind has been in a haze
I'm never coming down from here

Hey, oh
We gonna bring the 808 and rock the show
Hey, oh
We gonna bring turn up the bass up you want some
more
Hey, oh
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We gonna bring the f*cking 808 you know
Hey, oh
We gonna turn up the bass up you want some more

Take a look around
Take a-take a look around
We got the 808 sound
Yeah we got the beat
F*ck all the police
Trying to shut us down
We're not hesitant to turn it up
Residents don't give a f*ck
Everybody moves till we erupt
No police will interrupt
No police will interrupt
No police will interrupt

Oh you want some more?
Hey, oh you want some more?
Oh, oh you want some more?
Ah! Let's go

[Scratched]
We got it
Turn the bass up
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